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First Period
YEAR-LONG EXPLORATORY COURSES

Beginning Band — Rodney Money
This course is offered to students with no previous music experience who plan on being in band in
high school. Emphasis for this class will be mainly on development of basic technical skills. The
students are required to either buy or rent their own instruments and purchase the book “Tradition of
Excellence” which can be found in most music stores. Beginning Band students from the 2020-2021
school year may also choose to take this class as a review or even to learn a new instrument.

Latin I (Grade 8) — Erick Allen
As the precursor of all Romance languages, Latin provides an excellent foundation for all language
study. In this course of study, we use a combination of reading and listening to acquire Latin. The
focus is on language acquisition — the ability to read Latin — instead of language decoding. This
approach to language study focuses on learning in the context of stories and Roman culture rather than
memorization of immense vocabulary lists. This course is open to seventh grade students. Students
who complete this course will receive one high school credit and will qualify to take Latin II.

Spanish I (Grade 8) — Jennifer Baker
This course will cover topics such as grammar, vocabulary, and cultural concepts, providing the
students with further language skills in listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Students will begin
to develop a wide range of vocabulary and the necessary grammatical structures to support growing
Spanish fluency. By the end of the course, they will be able to converse, read, and write in basic,
grammatically correct sentences in Spanish. This course is open to seventh grade students. Students
who complete this course will receive one high school credit and will qualify to take Spanish II.
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Quarter-Long Exploratory Courses
First Period

QUARTER 1 QUARTER 2 QUARTER 3 QUARTER 4

Clay Creatures Classic Children’s
Literature

Art of Argument Algebra Readiness

Conflict Resolution I Fine Art Conflict Resolution I Art of Argument

Dollars and Sense Historical Connections in
Math

Electric Sheep Conflict Resolution II

Finding Facts in Fiction Introduction to Philosophy Geometric Art Drawing

History through Film Mysteries of the Body II Hooks, Hoops, and Needles Introduction to    Classical
Mythology

Hooks, Hoops, and Needles Reading Refuge Mysteries of the Body I Living Well

Introduction to    Classical
Mythology

Science Olympiad Multi-Cultural Art Mysteries of the Body II

Introduction to Philosophy Through the Looking Glass Science Olympiad Reading Refuge

Mysteries of the Body I Study Hall Study Hall Study Hall

Study Hall World Destinations World Destinations
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First Period
QUARTER-LONG EXPLORATORY COURSES
Algebra Readiness (Grade 7), fourth quarter — Mary Richardson
This Pre-Algebra course is designed to ensure that students have a strong foundation to begin the study
of algebra in Grade 8 and high school. Students enrolled in this course will work to master concepts in
four critical areas: knowing that there are numbers that are not rational, and how to approximate them
by rational numbers; work with radicals and integer exponents; understand the connections between
proportional relationships, lines, and linear equations; understand congruence and similarity using
physical models or geometry software.

Art of Argument (Grade 7), third and fourth quarters — John Kamer
During this course, students will learn the importance of critical thinking and reasoning with clarity,
relevance and purpose. By examining several informal fallacies, students are able to apply their
learning to current social, commercial, and political issues. In addition to inferential reasoning,
students will be introduced to formal logic and deductive reasoning.

Classic Children’s Literature, second quarter — Paul Rezzo
Classic children’s literature teaches audiences of all ages to more clearly see the truth about the world
and human nature. Through beautiful narratives and vivid characters, these stories prepare young
minds to receive the truth and encourage them to fall in love with virtue. This course will explore
examples of the best children’s literature, including Aesop’s Fables, Beauty and the Beast, The Snow
Queen, and The Wind in the Willows.

Clay Creatures, first quarter — Mary McCormick
A great introduction to clay sculpture, Clay Creatures focuses on creating 3-dimensional fine craft
ceramics clay characters and figures. Artists, both historical and contemporary, will be referenced as
inspiration including contemporary movie FX designers. Designs for movie characters will be studied.
Emphasis will be placed on sculptural forms, textural and painted surfaces.

Conflict Resolution I: Within and Without, first and third quarters — Stephanie Johnson
Are you tired of drama? Would you like to get along with everyone, even though you may not agree
with them? Do you find yourself at times tense and conflicted? If so, this course is for you. In this
course we will explore skills and strategies for calming ourselves, achieving inner peace, and resolving
conflicts with others.

Conflict Resolution II: Within and Without, fourth quarter — Stephanie Johnson
This course is a continuation of skills learned in the first class. It will focus on skills of negotiation and
third party mediation. Students will also explore new strategies for reducing stress and achieving
calmness. In addition, we may explore peaceful societies and individuals who have been peacemakers.
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Dollars and Sense, first quarter — Mary Richardson
Students learn how to handle money matters in a practical way by becoming actively involved in the
wise use of money. This course is designed to give students background and practice with the many
ways in which we deal with money in our everyday lives. Students will learn about the stock market,
basic banking skills, how to earn money, balancing spending and saving through budgeting, and other
money matters.

Drawing, fourth quarter — Mary McCormick
This course is designed to be a classical style studio course. Students will learn about specific kinds of
drawings and techniques such as line, contour, value, color media, ink, charcoal, still life,
self-portraiture, etc. There will be “How- to” tutorials in the class. Anime cartooning will be covered
as one of many topics. If you are looking to improve your drawing skills this will be a good choice for
you.

Electric Sheep, third quarter — Jonathan Johnson
Journey to a galaxy far, far away to study the rich literary genre of science fiction. This course serves
as an introduction to speculative fiction where students will look at the history of science fiction. We
will explore the many subgenres and the influential authors that have left their marks on this literary
movement. Students will have the chance to dive deeper into this popular and beloved genre.

Finding the Facts in Fiction, first quarter — Maria Kern
Have you ever read a book and wondered if that can really happen? Is that really true? In this class, we
will read various fictional pieces and then research the “alleged truths” to see what the experts say.

Fine Art, second quarter — Mary McCormick
This course focuses on 2 dimensional design and traditional art media, using drawing, acrylic painting,
watercolor painting, printmaking, and zentangling. If you want to get a good basic overview of art
skills, this class will get your creative juices jumping.

Geometric Art, third quarter — Mary Richardson
In this course, students will create original works of art through the exploration of geometric drawings
with the use of a compass and straightedge. Through the art of geometry, students will learn how to
inscribe a hexagon in a circle, create a mystic rose, construct a Koch snowflake, design a tessellation,
draw a Fibonacci spiral, build a Sierpinski pyramid, and create beautiful designs with concentric
circles, ellipses, cardioids, and more.

Historical Connections in Mathematics, second quarter — Mary Richardson
This course is designed to encourage students to explore the connections between history and
mathematics. The goal of this course is to stimulate students’ curiosity about the people who
developed mathematics and how their discoveries impact our lives today. Biographical information,
illustrations, skits, anecdotes, activities and puzzles are used to view mathematics from a historical
perspective that will have math “come alive” for students
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Hooks and Hoops and Needles, Oh My!, first and third quarters — Dora Mitchell
If you are interested in being crafty, you love working with your hands, and you enjoy listening to
good books, then join us in this needle crafts exploratory where we will learn the basics of knitting,
crocheting, and embroidery. Once we have learned the introductory stitches and begun a project, we
will listen to some wonderful novels while we make beautiful things with our hands. Throughout the
quarter, we will spend about three weeks on each of these projects.

Introduction to Classical Mythology, first and fourth quarters — Jonathan Johnson
Hitch a ride on Pegasus and meet with the class on Mount Olympus. This introductory course will
explore Classical Mythology found in Greek and Roman societies and how the people of this time
created these stories to reflect their values. The Classical world will come to life as students view these
myths through historical and literary lens.

Introduction to Philosophy (Grade 8), first and second quarters — Anderson Rouse
Building on your 7th grade Art of Argument class, we will explore how to think and think well. The
class will explore nine classic areas of philosophy by looking at how various classical philosophers
have thought about thinking, friendship and love, power, civic virtue, beauty and art, justice, natural
law, and goodness. We will start with the Wisdom Literature of the ancient Near East and work our
way through Plato, Aristotle, Xenophon, and select other modern philosophers on the way. We will
delve into thinking clearly, not only for the sake of our intellectual life but also for our moral and
social lives.

Living Well (Grades 7 & 8), fourth quarter — Maria Kern
Get ready to be healthy! Join this elective for an exciting approach to a lifelong healthy lifestyle. This
elective introduces students to various forms of fun fitness, such as circuit training, aerobics, and
kickboxing. Healthy cooking, label reading, dealing with teenage self-esteem and peer pressure are
also among the many things incorporated into this elective.

Multicultural Art, third quarter — Mary McCormick
Multicultural Art will celebrate various cultures’ from around the world and their art and craft
traditions. Topics covered will be African and Native American masks, Japanese origami and
bookmaking, Ukranian egg decorating, calligraphy and Latin American paper mache, etc. Emphasis
on unique attributes of each cultures’ design characteristics will be highlighted with each project.

Mysteries of the Body, Part I, first and third quarters — Amanda Meadows
This exploratory course is a two quarter commitment. You will be automatically enrolled in the
second part of this course upon enrolling in the first. One would think doctors and scientists would
have charted every aspect of their home turf by now, but they haven’t. We’ve nailed down many
mysteries, but there are some shockingly simple questions to which we don’t have very solid answers
yet. If it’s a good mystery you are after, look no further than your bathroom mirror. We all know our
bodies are magnificent works of art, but the mysteries of the human body still consume the mind as
incomprehensive and strange. Join me as we explore the “Mysteries of the Human Body.” You must
take Part I prior to taking Part II.
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Mysteries of the Body, Part II — second and fourth quarters — Amanda Meadows
Now that you are familiar with our amazing human bodies, it’s time to take it to the next level. Spend
some time exploring specific conditions, certain diseases, and some fascinating “mysteries” that have
yet to be solved by today’s brightest medical minds. This course will be action packed with labs and a
touch of anatomy. Join me to further explore all the “Mysteries of the Human Body.” You must take
Part I prior to taking Part II.

Reading Refuge, second and fourth quarters — Dora Mitchell
Homework, studying, and projects—When will it ever end? Do you wish you had time to just read
without having to analyze each chapter? Join Reading Refuge and have time to just read, read, read.
Students will read books of their choosing from a variety of genres. At the end of the quarter, we will
have a book talk to advertise our favorite books.

Science Olympiad with Forensic Science, second quarter & third quarters — Maria Kern
This exploratory course is a two quarter commitment. Eighteen students from this elective will prepare
to compete in the Science Olympiad tournament in February. Students will collectively participate in
over 20 events including bottle rockets, human anatomy, hovercraft, tower building, astronomy,
programming, crime busters and more. Students interested in this competition will need to
complete a separate application in order to be considered for the team. Team members may be
expected to provide resources for their build events. After the competition and as a bonus, my previous
Forensic Science course will be integrated into this exploratory course. Students will examine physical
evidence, study fibers and fingerprints, learn about blood basics, and much more!

Through the Looking Glass, second quarter — Jonathan Johnson
Fantasy is often used as a form of escapism from the modern world, but the fantasy genre has been
around for as long as humans could imagine stories. This course will offer an introductory study of the
history of the genre as well as look at the themes commonly found in fantasy stories. We will explore
classic epics, fairy tales from the middle ages, and some of the modern fantasy stories that have
reshaped the genre today.

World Destinations, third or fourth quarter — TJ Lievsay
The world is an amazing place! Many civilizations and cities — while highly populated and
developed — still hide great intrigue and treasures in plain sight. Other corners of the globe are barely
explored, with a cache of mystery to be revealed by the discerning student. We present to you … THE
WORLD! To be more precise, we welcome you to explore unfamiliar lands and gleaming cities,
wooded hide-aways, and vast desert landscapes. Join other inquisitive students as we seek and explore
foreign lands. Each week, we will traverse a different continent to uncover the cultures, learn more
about the lives of people who call these places home, and discover with wonder and intrigue the
familiar in the unfamiliar. Together, let’s examine the geography of this astounding and awe-inspiring
planet through the lens of a tourist!
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Seventh Period
YEAR-LONG EXPLORATORY COURSES

Choir — Danielle Davis
Choir elective is for those with basic singing experience. A light audition/placement will be required.
This course will be excellent preparation for participating in high school choir. Throughout this course,
we will be exploring eclectic musical genres, advancing performance skills, creating harmonies with
part-singing, advancing sight-singing, learning proper vocal-health practices, and learning to develop a
deep love of singing and performing. Students are required to perform in winter concerts, spring
concerts, and after school activities. Students may also get an opportunity to travel outside of MCA to
share their talents with the community, as well as compete in a competition choir setting.

Intermediate Music — Rodney Money
This year-long, high-level course focuses on performance. Students must be self-motivated, able to
work well with others, and able to count eighth-note rhythms. Students are required to perform in at
least two Christmas concerts, two spring concerts and other events, possibly outside regular school
hours. Students may have the opportunity to travel as well. Students interested in Intermediate Music
are required to do a light, non-threatening audition to make sure the student understands the basic
concepts of reading and counting music.

Latin II (Grade 8) — Erick Allen
In Latin II, students will review and build on the reading and analytical skills we gained in Latin I by
immersion in a wide variety of original Latin texts, spanning from the Roman Republic, to the Golden
age of Rome, Late Antiquity, the Medieval Period, the Early Modern era, the 19th century, and even
including contemporary news-feeds composed in Latin. The goal of the course is not only to continue
to build our Latin reading proficiency, but also to stimulate a pleasure in the reading of primary
sources in their original language, to expose the students to a wide variety of genres and authors in
Latin, and to open up the widely ignored and unknown corpus of literature extant in this powerful
language. Students who complete this course will receive one high school credit and will qualify to
take Latin III.
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Quarter-Long Exploratory Courses
Seventh Period

QUARTER 1 QUARTER 2 QUARTER 3 QUARTER 4

Animal Advocacy Art of Argument 1960-1974, Part I 1960-1974, Part II

Art of Argument Creative Writing Envirothon Computer Programming

Introduction to Debate Financial Leadership Green Thumb Financial Leadership

Lettering History of War Introduction to Philosophy Green Thumb

Living in a Digital World Leadership Academy Introduction to Debate Introduction to Philosophy

Perilous Math Perilous Math Living in a Digital World Journaling through Nature

Public Speaking Photography and Graphic
Design

Poetry Place Lettering

Research Methods Study Hall Sports Statistics Sports Statistics

Robotics Women in Science Study Hall Study Hall

Study Hall Yearbook Yearbook Sustain a Lion
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Seventh Period
QUARTER-LONG EXPLORATORY COURSES
1960-1974, Part I, third quarter — Neal Dawes
This is the first half of a two-part course dealing with the time period from 1960-1974. Taking both
Part I and Part II of the course is suggested, but not required. The first part of the course will look at
key developments that happened following World War II that would shape the United States during the
1960’s. We will also look at events that occurred during the presidency of John F. Kennedy and learn
about his tragic assassination. The Civil Rights Movement will also be a major focal point during this
part of the course and students will conduct research and write about two of the significant Civil
Rights events. We will listen to different musical genres of the time period and students will create a
presentation on a popular musical genre, artist, or group from the time period.

1960-1974, Part II, fourth quarter — Neal Dawes
This is the second part of the course covering the years 1960-1974. It is not a requirement to have
taken Part I of the course to be in this class. This section of the course will focus on the Vietnam War
and the peace protests that were conducted in response to the war. We will also study the emergence of
the US space program and race to the moon. We will discuss the Presidency of Richard Nixon and
examine the Watergate scandal that led to his downfall. Key changes that occurred in other regions of
the world, particularly in China and Africa, will be discussed at the end of the course. On a cultural
note, students will learn about the popular television programs, movies, and plays that impacted
society during the time period from 1960-1974.

Art of Argument (Grade 7), first and second quarters — John Kamer
During this course, students will learn the importance of critical thinking and reasoning with clarity,
relevance and purpose. By examining several informal fallacies, students are able to apply their
learning to current social, commercial, and political issues. In addition to inferential reasoning,
students will be introduced to formal logic and deductive reasoning.

Animal Advocacy, first quarter — Kelly Cummings
This elective is designed for the civic-minded animal enthusiast. In this elective, we will focus on
issues that animals face in our community, in our country, and around the globe. We will learn about
subjects such as community cats, humane education and encouraging the adoption of pets from
shelters, endangered species conservation efforts, wildlife rehabilitation and sanctuaries, invasive
species and much more. We will then design and implement an animal-related service project to
benefit a local animal welfare organization.

Computer Programming, fourth quarter—Charlie Sealey
Students will take an in-depth look at Scratch, an online programming tool. Various animations and
games will be created using Scratch. We will use other online programming resources such as
Code.org and Codecombat to also learn different coding languages.
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Creative Writing, second quarter — Ann Moore
Do you just wish there was a time set aside when you could write a good story? Come to creative
writing and have the time to write your very own novella your way. A charged computer is a must for
this elective.  Come, write, and let those creative juices flow!

Envirothon, third quarter — Bethany Shepherd
Students work in cooperative groups to employ critical thinking as they develop scientific knowledge
of environmental stewardship, helping them make decisions regarding the protection, use and
management of natural resources. This is a competition team with a March competition date. Class
maximum: 15 students (3 five-person teams). Team dedication and strong work ethic are necessities.
Competition is required and included in final grade.

Financial Leadership, second and fourth quarters — Lori Spencer
It is never too early to learn smart saving and spending habits. Understand how money gets its value,
and how to build skills and habits to make it work for you is what this class is all about. Students will
cover concepts on how to manage money, build foundational financial disciplines to begin habits and
a foundation for a strong financial future. We will actively participate in the Dave Ramsey Financial
University Curriculum for Middle School. By the end of the course for all students who apply what we
learn- you could be well on your way to having $500 + in your savings account, money to pay cash for
your first car when you get your license and money set aside to pay for college. It is possible! Check
out this class and learn how to make a difference you can afford for your future!

Green Thumb, third and fourth quarters — Kelly Cummings
Come work in the dirt and share my passion for gardening. Learn the basics of organic gardening. You
will learn how to germinate seeds of all kinds and grow plants from cuttings. You will learn which
flowers attract our bee pollinators. We will taste as many exotic fruits and vegetables as we can find.
We will also work in the greenhouse and so some container gardening.

History of War, second quarter — Neal Dawes
We will study how early types of warfare developed, the advancement of the weapons of war, and key
strategies that have been effective throughout the ages in war. We will also look at important generals
and the keys to their success and reasons for their failures as well as women and war, spies in war,
health conditions and treatment of the injured in warfare, and how wars have been presented in art and
media over time.

Introduction to Philosophy (Grade 8), third and fourth quarters — Anderson Rouse
Building on your 7th grade Art of Argument class, we will explore how to think and think well. The
class will explore nine classic areas of philosophy by looking at how various classical philosophers
have thought about thinking, friendship and love, power, civic virtue, beauty and art, justice, natural
law, and goodness. We will start with the Wisdom Literature of the ancient Near East and work our
way through Plato, Aristotle, Xenophon, and selected other modern philosophers on the way. We will
delve into thinking clearly, not only for the sake of our intellectual life, but also for our moral and
social lives.
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Introduction to Debate, first and third quarters — Lori Spencer
Intro to Debate is a one-quarter beginning level course offered for students who are new to, or have
never debated formally before. Students will learn the techniques for building and delivering a
successful speech, and academically represent their opinion and gain understanding of the opinion of
others. After completing this course, students will have a set of portable argumentation and advocacy
skills that they can use in a variety of experiences throughout the course of your life.

This class is ultimately for students who want to explore debate in a noncompetitive environment, and
become more eloquent at expressing themselves in argument and in hearing the opinion of others and
forming a grounded viewpoint of which one can defend verbally. The course also will prepare strong
foundations if one chooses to ever enter the formal debate.

Journaling through Nature, fourth quarter — Bethany Shepherd
See and draw a caterpillar’s spiracles. Learn how to distinguish a moth from a butterfly and record in
your journal along with other fascinating facts based on intense observation. This class uses in-depth
daily observations and research to create individual nature journals from blank books. Daily outdoor
excursions on our school’s campus provide an abundance of nature-based observation experiences.
The grade is based on highly detailed recordings of observations and not on artistic skills.

Leadership Academy, second quarter—Kelly Cummings
The topics range as follows: citizenship, communication, ethics, conflict resolution, goal setting,
leadership styles, respect for others and self as well as team building. You will spend time with a
notable leader of history throughout the quarter and report what you have learned in a slide
presentation.

Lettering, first and fourth quarters — Ann Moore
Writing in fancy letters is all the rage! People even make money from writing words, phrases, and
even just letters on objects such as wood or tile. In this elective, we will explore some of the
hand-lettering fonts and old-world calligraphy. We will even create our own stationery to send to
people for birthdays, anniversaries, holidays, etc. Come and help beautify the world! Students will
need to purchase a set of dual-tipped markers with beveled edges.

Living in a Digital World, first and third quarters — Sally Reece
In this class, we will address timely topics and prepare students to take ownership of their digital lives.
We will answer questions such as: How can we act with empathy and positivity when we're online?
What is a digital footprint, and what does yours convey? How does digital media try to hook you, and
what can you do about it? What is your strategy for finding media balance? How can you protect your
safety and privacy online?

Perilous Math, first and second quarter — Garret York
Students will dive into adventures, using their math skills to avoid grave consequences! Each student
receives their own copy of The Book of Perfectly Perilous Math: 24 Death Defying Challenges for
Young Mathematicians by Sean Connolly, which serves a workbook for math problems you won't
commonly encounter in class. Don't be fooled by the title. You don't have to be a brain in math. You
just have to love a good time! Whether it's just for fun or you enjoy dodging danger, come out to see
what Perilous Math has to offer.
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Photography and Graphic Design, second quarter — Bethany Shepherd
Learn the basics of graphic design and photography as we explore this visual world. You will learn
new terms as you lay out a page in a balanced manner that is pleasing and easy to understand. In
photography we will explore the rule of thirds, foreground, background, and more. Best photographs
will be submitted for use in the yearbook.

Poetry Place, third quarter — Ann Moore
How many types of poetry can you write? There are many different types just waiting for you to
explore. Come and discover your favorite type. It may be one you have never heard of before! We will
share our original poetry with each other and create a book that will amaze your family and friends.

Public Speaking, first quarter — Neal Dawes
Everyone will at some point in their life be called upon to speak in front of others. In this elective,
students will have the opportunity to learn and practice how to effectively speak in front of an
audience and how to give different kinds of speeches, providing them with an important skill that will
last a lifetime.

Research Methods, first quarter — Bethany Shepherd
Get a head start on your science project. This class provides dedicated time to work on your science
project. Students will explore the scientific process of inquiry-based research and experimentation.
The class begins with small group investigations and culminates in individually designed
investigations based on authentic inquiry (your science project). This class is for those who desire to
take their science investigation skills and research to a higher level.

Robotics, first quarter — Charlie Sealey
This course provides an introduction to robotics using LEGO Mindstorm EV3 kits and the LEGO
Mindstorm software. Students will be involved in the development, building, and programming of a
Lego Mindstorm robot. Students will work hands-on in teams to design, build, program and document
their progress. Student-designed robots will be programmed to compete in various courses as
developed by First Lego League.

Sports Statistics, third and fourth quarters — Garrett York
Have you ever been watching your favorite team play and wondered what OBP or OPS or some other
stat means and how is it calculated? In Sports Statistics, we will dive deeper into the game and
discover just what all those numbers and acronyms mean and how they are calculated. We will also
learn analytical thinking skills. For example, if a student is watching a baseball game and the hitter has
a current batting average of .312 but is 1 for 8 against the pitcher he is facing, students will use math to
predict the batter's chance of getting on base and calculate his new average based on his last at-bat. So
come join us as we learn to enjoy a new dimension of the sports we love!

Sustain a Lion, fourth quarter — Sally Reece
Calling all Lions! This elective is meant to learn about pressing environmental issues ranging from
single-use plastics to pollution to mindful energy consumption. We will be building a “Green Team” to
develop art, awareness campaigns, and ways to help encourage sustainability and environmentally
friendly practices at MCA and in the community.
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Women in Science, second quarter — Sally Reece
This course is designed to encourage interest and participation in the fields of science and technology.
The course will begin with a discussion and research highlighting the accomplishments of women
scientists. We will also explore many scientific fields of study as well as career pathways. This class
will include both projects and labs.

Yearbook, second and third quarters — Charlie Sealey
Document your 2021-2022 school year in photos. This class will be privileged with and responsible
for the creation of MCA’s yearbook. From page layout to electronic design, we will capture classes
(K-12), sports teams, important events and much, much more. Students new to this class will learn
design basics and how to utilize the web-based yearbook site. Graphic design and photography
experience are a plus but not required. New and returning students are all welcome.
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